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How schools are turning the tide of skin cancer
Good news - the tide of 
melanoma rates is turning, 
with rates in Australians under 
40 dropping and a significant 
decline in the number of young 
people seeking a sun tan.  
Some readers may remember 
the days of lying on the beach 
in summer covered in oil – all for 
the sake of a tan. Thankfully, 
over the last four decades 
attitudes and behaviours around 
sun protection have improved 
and this is no longer the norm. 

Skin cancer is one of the most 
preventable cancers, with the 
vast majority of skin cancers, 
including melanoma, being 
caused by overexposure  
to ultraviolet radiation (UVR). 
Despite this, around 2 in 3 
Australians will be diagnosed with 
a skin cancer in their lifetime and 
almost 2,000 people will lose their 
lives to skin cancer each year.

The beginning 
It all started in 1981 with the 
iconic Slip-Slop-Slap campaign. 
Now extended to include Seek 
shade and Slide on sunglasses, the 
campaign has become a feature  
of our Australian summers.

From the very beginning, 
there has been a strong focus 
on establishing healthy sun 
behaviours in young people. 
Understanding that children are 
particularly vulnerable to UVR 
led us to develop the SunSmart 
Schools and Early Childhood 
programs, launching in Western 
Australia 21 years ago. Today, 
over 2 million Australian children 
across the country are enrolled 
in schools that are SunSmart 
members, thus protected against 
the sun in the playground. 

Grounded in evidence
Importantly, evidence underpins 
all of Cancer Council’s policy 
and program development. 
Cancer Council data collected 
over the last 15 years shows 
sun protection practices have 
improved in WA schools. For 
example, in 2005, only 53% of 
primary schools required sun 
protective hats to be worn.  
Now, that figure is around 84% 
and growing. There has also 
been an increase in sunscreen 
use in schools and uniforms have 
improved with nearly all schools 
having shirts with collars.

In addition, the rates of young 
people preferring a suntan have 

dropped from 60% to 38%, and as 
the SunSmart generation grows 
older, we’re expecting to see the 
drop in cancer rates continue.

Looking to the future
But there is still work to be 
done - too many Australians 
are diagnosed with skin cancer 
every year. It is important that 
Australians don’t become 
complacent about sun 
protection. For schools, this 
means remembering that even 
small changes to sun protection 
practices have the potential 
to make a substantial positive 
impact on long-term health 
outcomes.

Cancer Council continues to 
build upon the success of our 
SunSmart programs so all 
Australians are empowered to 
protect themselves from the 
harmful effects of the sun.

Join our communityCONTACT US: T: 08 9212 4333 E: schools@cancerwa.asn.au
For information and support call our Cancer Nurses on 13 11 20.
cancerwa.asn.au

The SunSmart schools and early childhood program 
has led to massive behaviour change across the 
country and we’ve shown that this leads to reduced 
cancer rates later in life.
Heather Walker, Chair of the National Skin Cancer Committee,  
Cancer Council Australia
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A new year, a new class and 
a fresh start. Establishing 
classroom routines and rituals 
can include building healthy 
habits. Here are some tips on 
how to embed Crunch&Sip® and 
SunSmart practices from the 
start of the year.  

Classroom layout
• Consider where students will 

keep their hats, water bottles 
and vegetables or fruit for 
Crunch&Sip®. Make them 
accessible for students, such 
as on desks, in trays, or on a 
designated table or basket.

• Choose a central location 
for sunscreen that is easy for 
students to access before 
heading out to recess and 
lunch.

Communication  
with parents
• Let parents know what to 

provide. A brimmed hat, 
sunscreen, water bottle (filled 
with water) and a serve of easy 
to eat veg or fruit should be 
included in their bag every day. 

• Remind parents to ensure 
sunscreen is applied before 
students come to school. 

• Make a rule regarding 
classroom birthdays or other 
‘treats’ and communicate  
it early (otherwise, prepare for 
the cupcake/chocolate/ 
candy cane onslaught every 
time there’s a birthday or  
at Christmas). 

• Communicate information 
and ideas/recipes for healthy 
lunchboxes or Nude Food days. 

• Make sure instructions are 
left in any classroom notes for 
relief teachers.

Rules versus routines
• The aim of implementing 

school health programs is 
to develop life-long healthy 
habits. Spend time explaining 
to students WHY they have 
to wear a hat when outside, 
the benefits of sunscreen, 
and why eating veg and fruit 
and drinking water is good 
for you. Check out the lesson 
plans on the Crunch&Sip® or 
Generation SunSmart websites 
for classroom activity ideas.

• Abolish the traditional “no hat 
no play” rule. Not only can it 
discourage physical activity, 
it makes wearing a hat a 
punishable rule, rather than a 
healthy habit.

Kick start the school year with healthy habits

SunSmart tip –  
applying sunscreen
The National Health and 
Medical Research Council 
advises that children who 
are able to apply their own 
sunscreen (under supervision) 
should be encouraged to do so.  
This fosters independence and 
responsibility. Most children 
should be physically able to 
apply sunscreen independently 
by the time they start 
Kindergarten. Timetable a 
lesson early in the school year 
to explicitly teach students  
how to apply it by themselves. 

SunSmart tip –  
“Where’s your hat?”
Ideally, students should bring 
a hat from home every day 
to wear whenever the UV 
is 3 or above, including on 
their way to and from school 
and during out of school 
hours care. If reminders, 
parent communications, and 
incentives aren’t working, 
have some spare hats that are 
for students to wear. 

However, consider that some 
students may not have the 
means to provide their own 
hat. If that’s an issue at your 
school, speak to your P&C/P&F 
for assistance in providing hats 
for these students or contact 
Cancer Council WA. 



Kick start the school year with healthy habits

• Involve your students in 
developing Crunch&Sip® 
routines (consider time of day, 
permitted foods, hand washing 
and waste disposal). Some of 
these may be negotiable  
(e.g. time of day), some may 
not (e.g. permitted foods). 

Start of the day
• As students start trickling 

into the classroom, they need 
to know exactly what to do. 
What should they do with their 
homework? What do they 
need to take out of their bags? 
Include the things they need 
for Crunch&Sip® and to be 
SunSmart. 

• Use the time before the bell 
rings for the start of lessons to 
apply sunscreen (if they didn’t 
at home) or purchase their 
Crunch&Sip® from the canteen.

• Allocate a classroom job of 
checking daily UV forecasts. 
Check out myuv.com.au 

• Taking the roll or greeting 
students as they enter?  
Ask them to tell you what 
yummy veg or fruit they have 
brought for Crunch&Sip®!

Healthy schools need 
healthy role models 
Research shows that children are 
more likely to practice healthy 
behaviours if they see staff 
and parents practicing healthy 
behaviours. So visibly slop on 
sunscreen and slap on a hat 
before heading outdoors, and 
pack some Crunch&Sip® to eat 
with your class. It’s good for  
your health too.

Crunch&Sip® tip - 
developing a routine
Only you will know what works 
for your classroom. If you 
have a long first session and 
your students are likely to 
get hungry and irritable you 
might like to break it up with 
Crunch&Sip®. Or you might 
find that students need a few 
minutes to settle down after 
their lunchbreak and that time 
works better for you.  
Some other suggestions that 
you can try are;

• Schedule Crunch&Sip® during 
a lesson transition time

• Include Crunch&Sip® during 
silent reading or a news 
sharing session.

Crunch&Sip® tip –  
listen to your tummy
In the upper grades, discuss or 
negotiate with your students 
when they would like to have 
Crunch&Sip®. They will have a 
good sense of when they are 
hungry, their concentration 
is flagging and they need a 
healthy pick-me-up.
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If you’d like more tips or support to implement Crunch&Sip® or 
SunSmart programs into your classroom, call 08 9212 4333 or visit 
crunchandsip.com.au or generationsunsmart.com.au 

What’s your favourite way to start your year off?  
Email schools@cancerwa.asn.au with your name, school name 
and answer by 13 March 2020 to go in the draw for a set of 
10 classroom hats to use as spares and a slinky machine for 
Crunch&Sip® fun!
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Cancer Council WA has launched 
an exciting new program to 
equip parents with the skills 
and confidence to pack healthy 
lunchboxes and prepare 
nutritious food at home.

The Packed with Goodness 
program is available for parents 
at Western Australian primary 
schools and involves a free 
90-minute session delivered by 
qualified professionals at your 
school.

The sessions cover:
• tips for packing a healthy 

lunchbox
• healthy alternatives to  

pre-packaged snacks
• the importance of vegies and 

fruit for kids
• label reading
• the best drink choices for kids

Our team has also created 
a suite of new resources to 
complement the sessions and 
assist parents in packing healthy 
lunchboxes and selecting 
healthy foods at home. These 
materials may also complement 
classroom activities and whole 
school policies. They cover 
a range of topics including; 
what a healthy snack looks 
like, easy ways to swap out 
packaged and processed foods, 
information around sugary 
drinks consumption, how to build 
a healthy sandwich and much, 
much more. 

All Packed with Goodness 
resources can be ordered or 
downloaded from the website. 
Some of them are available in 
both A3 and A4 sizes making 
them perfect for use in the 

classroom or displaying on 
parents’ noticeboards or the 
school canteen. 

If you would like to place an order 
for use in your classroom visit 
crunchandsip.com.au/program-
resources.

The new Packed with Goodness 
40 page booklet is also available 
for order or download and is 
an ideal resource for parents 
who are starting their lunchbox 
packing journey. The booklet 
outlines the content covered 
in the face-to-face sessions as 
well as additional information 
on topics such as food safety, 
allergies and the Healthy Food 
and Drink Policy. It also contains 
a selection of lunchbox friendly 
recipes that provide parents 
with some easy ways to increase 
vegetables when cooking for kids.

Packed with Goodness.

Healthy swaps! 

Little tummies need little top ups. Avoid packing processed snack foods where you can as these are often high in added sugar, 

saturated fat and salt. Know your healthy swaps and throw in some wholesome options from the five food groups instead.  
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Packed with Goodness.

Supported by

For these and many more great recipes  
visit crunchandsip.com.au/healthy-lunchboxes
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As we hit the hottest months of 
the year it’s the perfect time to 
talk about food safety. Whilst 
packing lunch from home is 
a cost effective option, when 
lunchboxes are not stored 
properly and kept cool there 
is a risk of food spoilage and 
potentially food poisoning.

Most foods have some bacteria 
present but are still safe to 
eat when stored correctly, 
however a warm lunchbox is 
the perfect breeding ground 
for dangerous bacteria to grow. 
This is bad news for children as 
their immune systems are not 
fully developed and they can 
potentially become very sick.

To avoid this, any foods that 
would be kept in the fridge at 
home should be kept cool in 
the lunchbox. Keeping foods 

cool on a hot day means storing 
lunchboxes properly by making 
sure children zip up their back 
packs between breaks, pack 
fridge blocks or frozen water 
bottles, use insulated lunchbox 
bags and where possible, keep 
everything out of the full sun. 
When stored properly food will 
not only remain safe for eating,  

it will also taste better and is 
more likely to be eaten. 

Remind children to wash hands 
before eating and not to share 
water bottles or food.  
At the end of the school day, 
children should be encouraged  
to throw out any cold food that 
didn’t get eaten as it will no 
longer be safe to eat.

Keeping food safe and stored well 

Why Packed with Goodness is important at your school

Schools can provide a healthy 
setting for living, learning and 
working, and engaging external 
agencies such as Cancer Council 
WA can benefit your school and 
classroom programs. As parents 
are the first and most important 
role models when it comes to 
teaching children the value 

of good nutrition, providing 
education that increases skills 
and confidence to establish 
healthy eating habits can have  
a lifelong positive influence  
on a child’s health.

Eating well is not only important 
for growth and development, it 

can improve concentration  
levels in the classroom too.  
Good nutrition also supports  
the immune system and in  
the long term, can prevent 
obesity, cardiovascular disease, 
type 2 diabetes and some  
forms of cancer.

Email nutrition@cancerwa.asn.au to register interest for a session at your school.
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‘Slip on a shirt’ has been a part 
of the SunSmart mantra for over 
20 years. Wearing sun protective 
clothing is the best way to protect 
your skin – after all, ultraviolet 
radiation (UVR) from the sun 
can’t penetrate fabric, it stays in 
place and it won’t wash off. 

Clothing acts as a barrier 
between the skin and UVR from 
the sun. But not all clothing 
styles and fabrics are up to the 
task. With children spending a lot 
of time in their school uniform, 
it’s important that uniforms 
provide as much sun protection 
as possible.

Fabric - UPF: Ultraviolet 
protection factor
A general and simple rule for 
deciding a fabric’s ability to 
provide a barrier to UVR is to 
hold the fabric up to the sun or a 
fluorescent light. If you can see 
the light coming through, it will 
allow UVR to penetrate too. This 
test is only a rough guide, with 
the scientific measurement of 
fabric being the only true test of 
its protective factor.

This scientific measurement is 
known as the UPF rating, which 
provides information on how 
much UVR will pass through 
unstretched, dry material. For 
example, material with a UPF 
rating of 20 would only allow 
1/20th (5%) of UVR falling on 
its surface to pass through it, 
therefore blocking 95% of UVR. 
A UPF rating of 15 is considered 
to provide ‘Minimum Protection’, 
a rating of 30 provides ‘Good 
Protection’, and ratings of 50 
and 50+ provide ‘Excellent 
Protection’. Any fabric rated 
above UPF15 provides minimum 
protection against UVR, which 
is why UPF50+ is recommended, 
especially for school uniforms. 
Check with your uniform supplier 
for UPF rating information on the 
fabrics used in your uniforms.  
If they don’t know, fabrics can be 
tested for a small fee.

Design
There is a new Australian Sun 
Protective Clothing Standard 
(AS/NZS 4399:2017), which 
means that to be sun protective, 
clothing should also have certain 
body coverage. This includes: 
tops fully covering the shoulders 
and extending down to the hip 
line; sleeves that extend to at 
least as far as the three-quarter 
measurement between the 
shoulder point and the elbow; 
and bottoms that fully cover the 
body from the hip line to at least 
halfway between the crotch  
and the knee. 

For school uniforms, the 
recommendations are:

• Look for clothing with higher 
necklines that cover the upper 
chest and collarbones e.g. crew 

necks or collared shirts with a 
buttoned-up, closed neck line. 
Some polo shirts have good 
collars but leave the delicate 
areas on the upper chest and 
neck exposed to UV when 
the buttons are undone, so 
encourage kids to button up.

• Look for longer style sleeves –  
at least to the elbows or three-
quarters if possible. Longer style 
shorts/trousers/dresses/skirts 
are also best. They should at 
least cover most of the thigh 
but preferably reach the knee.

• Don’t forget the same standard 
should apply to Kindy shirts, 
dresses, faction tops and other 
sports uniform items.

If you don’t have specific items 
available to purchase in the 
uniform shop, ensure your school  
dress code considers sun 
protection, or that spare clothing 
is available. For example, if children 
arrive to Kindy in sleeveless 
dresses or tops, require them to 
wear an overshirt. In primary and 
high schools, consider having  
a minimum length of shorts and 
skirts, particularly for girls*

It’s important to choose clothing  
that covers as much skin as  
possible, but still allows ventilation  
to keep the body cool.

A uniform policy or dress code 
should consider clothing for 
various events on and off-site,  
such as sports carnivals, 
swimming events, excursions  
and free dress days.

Which type of hat?
Cancer Council WA recommends 
all students and staff wear hats 
that provide good shade to  
the face, back of the neck and 
ears when outdoors.  

Slip on a sun protective uniform to prevent sunburn and skin cancer

For tips on how to make changes to your uniform,  
email sunsmart@cancerwa.asn.au 
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Suitable hats include:
• Broad-brimmed hats with a 

brim of 6cm for children or 
7.5cm for older students and 
adults

• Bucket hats with a brim of 6cm
• Legionnaire hats with a front 

peak and back flap that overlap 
at the sides to protect the ears

Baseball or peak caps do not 
provide enough protection and 
are not recommended.

When selecting a hat to include 
in your uniform, consider:

1. Fabric – ensure fabrics are not 
too heavy to keep heads cool

2. Colours – consider a reversible 
hat with faction colours 

3. Design – hats face a lot of 
wear and tear from kids! 
Rigid brims may not look so 
great after being repeatedly 
shoved in school bags. Soft, 
scrunchable hats might be 
preferable.

For the best level of protection 
from UVR, use all five sun 
protection measures: clothing, 
sunscreen, a hat, shade and 
sunglasses. 

*The most common site for 
melanoma in females is legs.

As well as actively promoting 
lifelong healthy habits to 
children like eating fruit and veg 
and being SunSmart, schools 
provide incredible support to 
Cancer Council WA through their 
fundraising efforts. In 2019, 
Western Australian schools 
raised more than $144,000 for 
Cancer Council WA! 

Thanks to your support, 
Cancer Council WA is able 
to fund world-class cancer 
research for young patients. 
One project we’re currently 
funding is led by Associate 
Professor Nicholas Gottardo 
at Telethon Kids Institute and 
aims to improve the cure rates 
for childhood brain cancer. 
Associate Professor Gottardo 
is working to identify and 
evaluate new drugs to treat 
medullablastoma, the most 
common malignant childhood 
brain cancer. After seven 
years of laboratory testing, 

Associate Professor Gottardo 
and his team are leading an 
international clinical trial that 
will be the first to test the safety 
and effectiveness of the drug 
prexasertib in combination 
with chemotherapy to treat 
medulloblastoma. This could 
help cure more children and 
improve their quality of life.

As WA’s leading, independent, 
evidence-based cancer charity, 
we rely on your support, 
dedication and generosity 
to make life-saving research 
possible.

Get involved this year!
Every little bit makes a 
difference. An easy way for your 
school to get involved and raise 
funds in 2020 is to host a staff 
Australia’s Biggest Morning Tea 
in May. Funds raised help us 
continue to fund research for 
young cancer patients. 

Schools help fund breakthrough 
cancer research

Find out more at biggestmorningtea.com.au or call our 
fundraising team on 1300 65 65 85 to hear about other ways  
to support Cancer Council WA.

Since 2000, the year 6 students at John Septimus Roe 
Anglican Community School have participated in a head 
shave fundraiser - raising nearly $150,000 for  
Cancer Council WA!



Crunch&Sip®

SunSmart Schools 
program
The national SunSmart 
Schools program assists 
schools to implement 
effective sun protection 
policy and practice, 
minimising the impact of 
harmful UV exposure. 
A SunSmart School registers 
with Cancer Council WA and 
has a sun protection policy 
used during all outdoor 
activities. SunSmart Schools receive education 
resources for staff, students and parents as well as 
on-going support from Cancer Council WA.

Online learning modules –  
Generation SunSmart
Free online professional development course for 
teachers, school health nurses and school staff. 
Topics include UV radiation, how to be SunSmart and 
developing a SunSmart policy.

Visit www.generationsunsmart.com.au

Sign up to Crunch&Sip® and win!
Are you a registered Crunch&Sip® school?  
Are you sure? Many schools think they are registered 
with Crunch&Sip® when in fact they aren’t.  
You could be missing out on exclusive resources, funding 
opportunities, event invitations, curriculum materials 
and more. Check your status at crunchandsip.com.au 
and follow the simple steps to register.

If you sign up in Term 1, you go in to the running to  
win a $500 voucher.

To chat to a member from the Crunch&Sip® 
team call 08 9212 4333 or email  
schools@cancerwa.asn.au

MARCH munch 2020

Register your 
classroom 

to munch on 
vegies during 

March!
We are encouraging Western Australian classrooms to eat vegies for 
Crunch&Sip® during the month of March. Registered classrooms will 
receive tally sheets, stickers, incentives and go in the running to win lots 
of awesome prizes. You’ll also get access to fun classroom activities to 
analyse and graph your vegie eating data.

Head to the Crunch&Sip® website for more information  
www.crunchandsip.com.au/events


